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SPECIAL

NAMELESS--The Winter Apple of the Future

A Winter Apple of exceptional merit. This variety is our own introduction and combines many good qualities. Its extreme hardiness and freedom from diseases make it the ideal tree for Northern planting.

The fruit is medium to large; attractively colored; deep yellow, overlaid with rich red and russet. The flesh is yellowish, juicy, rich and fine grained; with a distinct, delightful flavor; hard to equal. This Apple can be eaten when picked from the tree and keeps far into the winter. Due to its high quality and attractive appearance the fruit commands as ready sale as any eating apple.

NAMELESS Apples hang well to the tree, as they grow on long stems, many of them over 2 inches long. This allows the Apples to swing in the wind, thus reducing the windfalls to a minimum.

The original tree from which our trees are propagated is over half a century old, and is still healthy, vigorous and productive.

PRICE—5 to 6-foot trees, $1.00 each. at the nursery.
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